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1 Introduction

This ATM (Adobe Type Manager),  WFN (Corel Draw) and Postscript Type 1 
font is not free of charge, it is a "shareware" product. You may try this 
product on your system, but if you keep it longer than 3 weeks on your 
system, please do not forget to register.  

This font  is a Cyrillic Font covering the Slavic European languages 
writing in Cyrillic, including Russian, Ukrainian, Serbian, Belorussian and 
Macedonian.

The Cyrillic Slavic font - as any ATM font - can nicely be used in the Windows 
3.x environment. So, it is usable in applications, such as Microsoft's "Word for
Windows 2", "Designer", Corel System's "Corel Draw" (the WFN Format),  
Microsoft's "Excel" etc.

Obviously, what is still needed is a keyboard driver allowing direct typing in 
from the keyboard (not by "ALT 0xyz", which is always possible, but not really
an elegant solution). Unfortunately, Windows 3.x does not support Cyrillic 
Type of Keyboards, such as Russian or Serbian. However, if you register to 
use this character set, I will send you the latest versions of the fonts and the 
appropriate shareware keyboard drivers. The general driver program again is
a shareware product (but not 
mine), the keyboard layout and definitions are mine.

Thus, all in all, if you need to use "Cyrillic" in a fully integrated Windows 
environment, this packages is a substantial step forward into the right 
direction.

I do not make my living on writing shareware products, thus my three kids 
will not starve if I will not receive your registration. However, all the money 
which I might get from you (if any at all) will go to charity purposes. I hope to
support (through Charity organizations in Germany) children in the 
former USSR, who are suffering from cancer due to Tshernobil accident in 
1986 (just the days when my oldest boy was born...). I estimate that about 
5.00 US$ or 5.00 DM would cover the diskette copying, 
handling, mailing costs. Everything above that will go for charity. If I may 
suggest, do not send me a cheque less 25 US$ or 35 DM, since probably the 
"overhead" of the exercise would be larger, than the actual benefits. 
Anything above the suggested target is most appreciated.

For details of registration see at the end of the document.



2 Content of the Shareware Package, 
conditions for redistribution and usage:

This package should contain the following files:

README1.WRI (This introductory file for Microsoft's Windows 
Write)

CYRILSLA.DOC (Word for Windows 2 Document file describing
the package)

CYRSLA3N.AFM (Adobe Type Manager AFM file for "Cyrillic 
Slavic 3")

CYRSLA3N.PFM (Adobe Type Manager PFM file for "Cyrillic 
Slavic 3")

CYRSLA3N.PFB (Adobe Type Manager PFB file for "Cyrillic Slavic
3")

CYRSLA3N.INF (Adobe Type Manager INF file for "Cyrillic Slavic
3")

CYRSLA3N.WFN (Corel Draw WFN font file for "Cyrillic Slavic 3")
CYRSLA3N.ASC (The Postscript Type 1 file for "Cyrillic Slavic 3")

This package can be freely distributed on diskettes and/or downloaded from 
Bulletin Board Systems as long as all files are kept together as one package. 
If you intend to keep the fonts - after trial for more than three weeks - then 
you are required to register.

3 Registration

Please register into the following way:

The "Cyrillic Slavic" ATM Font set and Keyboard Drivers being offered as 
shareware for a minimum donation for charity purposes of $20 payable in US
funds for "international" customers (and in DM 30 funds for German
customers) plus $5.00 (or DM 5.00 respectively) shipping and handling.

Site licences are available.

For this price you will receive the latest copy of the "Cyrillic Slavic" Font and 
the 
respective keyboard drivers. The general purpose driver program is a 
shareware 
product owned by other authors. The respective Cyrillic keyboard driver 
tables 
are owned by myself. The programs are on "as they are basis". No warranty 
for any kind of damage can be granted. I hope, that everything will be of 
satisfaction to you.
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Please make your cheques payable to myself and send them to me:

     Dr. István Sebestyén
     Sollnerstrasse 10
     W-8000 Munich 71
     Germany

or please transfer your money to my bank account:

Dresdner Bank - Zweigstelle Botschesrieder str. - 8000 Munich 70, 
Germany,

Account Number: 05 331 158 00, Bank Transfer Number: 700 800 00

For "emergency": My private phone number is +49(89) 79-25-97. Please, 
only call in the evening hours (Central European Time).
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